The present papei justifies a variant of the aveiaging method for a system oi integio differential equations ot a standard type, and finds an estimation tor proximity of the solutions ot the considered system and its averaged system.
In paper [1] the averaging method for a system of ordinary differential equations of a standard type is justified. An estimation for proximity of the solutions of the initial and the averaged system is found.
In the present paper this method is applied to a nonlinear system of integro-differential equations of a standard type. An estimation for proximity of the solutions of the initial and its corresponding averaged system is found, using two of the schemes for averaging proposed in [2] , Consider the equation
(1) J-=s with initial condition (2) x(ty=x« where x y X 9 (p^R n , and s>0 is a small parameter.
Let the limit
exist. An averaged equation corresponding to (1) will be called the
with initial condition
The following theorem holds: 
The functions X(t,x,y) and (p(t,s,x) satisfy the Lipschitz condition
'-x^\ + \\y^y^\\}, * = const., 
Proof. We assume that x(t) &<D when O^^Le" We estimate the last summand of (9) on the interval O^^^Le" 1 . In this way Theorem 1 is proved. The proof of Theorem 2 is analogous to that of Theorem 1.
For this purpose we divide the interval into

